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Abstract-The authors continue to study a class of bulk queueing systems with a compound Poisson 
input modulated by a semi-Markov process, service control and a queue length dependent service delay 
discipline. A necessary and sufficient criterion of ergodicity of an embedded process is established 
and its stationary distribution is derived. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
In this paper, the authors continue to study a multilevel stochastic control queueing model 
initiated in Part I [l], where a general mathematical model for a class of bulk queueing systems 
with a multilevel control strategy and a queue length dependent service delay discipline was 
introduced. 
This paper (Part II) deals with necessary and sufficient conditions for the ergodicity of the 
queueing process and studies its steady state distribution. The authors derive the invariant 
probability measure of an embedded process in terms of generating functions and the roots of a 
certain associated function in the unit disc of the complex plane. 
2. EMBEDDED PROCESS {QN} 
From relation (2.3) in [l], it follows that the process {a,F, (Pz)z6~,Q(t);t 2 0) - * has at 
T,,, n 2 1, the locally strong Markov property (see [a]). Thus, {a, 3, (P”),,u, Qn; n E No} 4 * 
is a homogeneous Markov chain with transition probability matrix denoted by A = (aij). 
LEMMA 2.1. The generating function Ai of ith row of matrix A can be determined from the 
following formulas: 
where 
Ai = K’i(+@R’(~), 1 (2.la) 
Hy’(*) = *-RG~‘)(Z) + q-1 4%) -l~;4r’w i E Q, (2.lb) 
Ki(Z) = /3,(X, - X&(Z)), (2.lc) 
Pi(% Re(B) 2 0, is the Laplace-Stieltjes transform of the probability distribution function Bi, 
and Gi” satisfies [l, formula (2.511. 
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Observe that since G!‘)(z) = zi, i > r, in (2.6) and (2.8) of [l], formula (2.lb) reduces to 
H!~J9 = Ji-R)+ 
1 , 
i 2 r. (2.2) 
For analytical convenience, we drop the modulation of the input process and service control 
when the queue length exceeds a fixed (perhaps very large) level N. 
R(x) = B(z), Pi(e) = P(e), Ii’i(%) = K(z), 
bi = b, X(i) = xi = A, ai(%) = a(z), 
Qi = 0, i > N, N>_r--1, 
where cry = o:(l), i E \E. 
(ASI 
Given assumption (AS), it can be shown that A is reduced to a form of the AR,N-matrix 
introduced and studied in [3]. There the stochastic matrix A = (aij; i,j E Q = (0, 1, . . .}) is 
called a AR,N-matrix if it is of the form A = (aij : i, j E !l : aij = ICj_i+r , i > N, j 1 i - R; aij = 
O,i>N,j<i-R), where CJT?, kiwi is an atomic probability measure. 
THEOREM 2.3. [3]. Let {Qn} b e an irreducible aperiodic Markov chain with the transition 
probability matrix A in the form of a A,,N-matrix. Qn is recurrent-positive if and only if 
-$ Ai(%) < 00, i=O,l,..., N and $ Ii(z) -C R. 
z=l 2=1 
(2.3a) 
THEOREM 2.4. [3]. Under the condition of (23a), the function zR - I<(z) has exactly R roots 
that belong to the closed unit ball r +. Those of the roots lying on the boundary P are simple. 
The first inequality in (2.3a) obviously holds true and the second one is equivalent to 
p = X&b < R. (2.5) 
Therefore, given that p < R, the Markov chain {Qn} is ergodic. Let P = (pz; 2 E q) be 
the invariant probability measure of operator A and let P(z) be the generating function of the 
components of vector P. Denote l? + = {z E C : 11~11 < 1) and r‘+ = {z E C : ~~z~~ 5 1). 
THEOREM 2.6. The embedded queueing process Q,, is ergodic if and only if p < R. Under this 
condition, P(z) is determined by the following formula: 
p(z) = c:, w%RIci(%)Hi”~R’(%) - %%y%)} 
%R - K(z) 
, (2.6a) 
where H!‘lR) satisfies (2.lb) and includes (2.6) and (2.8) of [l]. Probabilities PO, . . . ,pN form the z 
unique solution of the following system of linear equations: 
N 
Cpi $ {Iii(%)Hir’R) (z -%‘}I =O, k=O ,..., L,-1, s=l,..., S, (2.6b) 
i=o *=t* 
where zs are R roots of the function tR - Ii(z) in the region r+\{ 1) with their multiplicities k, 
such that cfz,’ bs = R - 1, and .zs = 0 is of multiplicity ks = N - R, and 
pi - p + r!” + DR-’ 8 y {a})=~-P, (2.6~) 
(2.6d) 
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and 
+” = d 
1 z G;')(z) - i = E”[vl]. 
2=1 
(2.6e) 
PROOF. Formula (2.6a) follows from P(.z) = CifQ piAi(z), (2.la)-(2.lc) and (2.2). From (Z.Sa), 
we get 
(2.6f) 
so that the function ‘p is analytic in I? and continuous on I? = X’f . By Theorem 2.4, for 
p< R,zR - K(z) has exactly R zeros in I?+ (counting with their multiplicities); all zeros located 
on I? (including l), are simple. Therefore, the denominator on the right-hand side of (2.6f) 
has exactly N roots in F+\(l). This fact along with (P, 1) = 1 (which yields (2.6~)) leads to 
equations (2&b)-(2.6d). 
If the system of equations (2.6b)-(2.6e) has another solution p” = {pf ;i = 0,. . . , N}, then we 
can show that {pf; i E XU} E (!?, I( . 11) and th us, the system of equations z = xA,(t, 1) = 1 has 
two different solutions in (el, II . 11) w ic is impossible [4, Theorem 15, p. 1081. h h I 
LEMMA 2.7. The expected number of units -yy’ that arrive during an idle period started when 
the queue length is i (defined in formula (2.6e)) citn be represented in the form 
$” = *&), 1 i E 9. (2.7a) 
PROOF. Formula (2.7a) follows from (2.6)-(2.8) of I-11, (2.6e), (2.10) and (2.11) of [l]. I 
The following formula is an alternative to (2.68). 
THEOREM 2.8. Given the condition p < R, P(z) is determined by the following formula: 
p(,) = C:;l~~[~R{Ai(z) + H;(z)} - z’K(z)] 
ZR - K(z) > 
whereAi(z) satisfies (Z.la)-(Z.Ic), Hi(z) = Cj”=, h~‘~j-R[l(i(z)-_~(~)] and hy’ are coefficients 
in the representations pj = CFg,l pihy’, j = R, . . . , N. The unknown probabilities p,, . . . ,pR-1 
on the right-hand side of (2.8a) form a unique solution of the following system of R linear 
equations: 
R-l 
CP.~{Ai(l)+H,(;)-1’~1 ~0, k=O,...,k,-1, s= l,...,S, 
idI *=Zs 
C~~pi(Ai(z)+Hi(z)]zR-_li(z)zi)(,=l = R-p, h w ere z, are the roots ofzR-K(z) in r+\(l) 
with their multiplicities k, such that CfEs,, k, = R - 1. 
Observe that, unlike formula (2.6b), that gives equations in N unknown probabilities, the 
right-hand side of (2.8a) contains only R unknown probabilities. This may be advantageous in 
computations, especially when N >> R. 
3. APPLICATIONS 
DEFINITIONS 3.1. Let ,Bj = @[T,] andg = (&;j E ‘E)T. Then, we will call the value P/3 the 
mean service cycle of the system. Let a = (~3~; 2 E 9) T, X = (X,;;c E !P)T and Jetp =o*fl*X be 
the Hadamard product ofa, fl and A. We call the scalar product Pp the intensity of the system. 
Define t? = ,$rnW Ez[inf{Qr,, , R)] and call it the mean (stationary) server load. 
PROPOSITION 3.2. Given the equilibrium condition p < r, the mean service cycle can be deter- 
mined from the following expression: 
(3.2a) 
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PROOF. Obviously, /3j = bj + Qj”/Xj and the statement of the proposition follows. 
Using (3.2a), we similarly get 
I 
(3.3) 
THEOREM 3.4. Given the equilibrium condition p < R, the intensity of the system Pp and the 
mean server load e coincide. 
PROOF. The statement of the theorem follows from probability arguments. I 
Therefore, for the mean server load e we can use formula (3.3) which requires the knowledge 
ofpe,... ,pN. The following formula for !! is less friendly but it requires just PO, . . . ,p~-l. 
PROPOSITION 3.5. The mean server load e can also be obtained from the following formula: 
e= R- &$D,- ;Iol R 1{*). (3.5a) 
PROOF. The statement directly follows from (3.3) and (2.6~). I 
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